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How Networks Work (7th Edition)
Synopsis

Ever wonder how your office computer network works? Or how the Ethernet card inside your 
computer connects you to that network or to the Internet? How Networks Work will give you a 
thorough, detailed explanation of the inner-workings of network systems without getting you caught 
up in network jargon. Learn the basic principles of networking and how those principles work inside 
pieces of network equipment. Complete with illustrations to show how things work together, this 
latest edition also includes information on the newest technologies, including VoIP, wireless 
networks, broadband and more.
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Customer Reviews

Bleary eyed geeks cramming for their MCSE or CNE exams needn’t bother with this text. However, 
people who are new to networks and in need of a context in which to place the many parts of 
networks will find that this book fills the bill. I especially appreciate the history of communications 
which allows the reader to see that contemporary networks didn’t spring to life with the WWW but are part of a long, sophisticated, evolutionary process. Any professor of education will tell you that 
learning is facilitated by cultural literacy (see E.D. Hirsch) which is just what Derfler and Freed have 
created.

I borrowed this book from a friend and decided it’s so clear and essential, I had to buy my own copy. 
I agree that it’s for a total beginner (like me), so I teamed it with a $40 book called Understanding
I have read this book and recommended it to many people that are interested in an overview of networking. Reading some of the other reviews, I agree that this book is an effort to take something complex and make it understandable. This book accomplishes that and is not condescending about it. Other reviews that complain about missing a few details, well that is ok in an entry level book (my first algebra book didn’t cover any calculus). Buy this book to get started and when you decide to get more into networking, dive in deeper.

This book uses lots of graphics which makes it easy and fun to tackle such an important subject. Learning about the history of the industry is also another positive aspects of the book. At the end of the book you find yourself familiar with lots of materials which is quite useful to get into advanced phase of learning about networks.

Buying this book was the smarted business investment I have ever made. If you are a business person needing to understand your technical team’s conversation about your computer network, then this book is for you! It allowed me to be able to understand networking problems and opportunities that affect my business. Before I read this book, I was not able to intelligently make purchase decisions about technical equipment or services that my IT department would recommend. Since reading this book, I can now hide the fact that I am not the sharpest tool in the shed when it comes to technology. ;-) 

For those seeking to expand their basic knowledge of networks, I was impressed with the graphics, illustrations, and technical descriptions. For what “holes” you may have in understanding network basics, this is a good one to gain an overview. Other Que books published have also been winners: "How PC’s Work" and "How the Internet Works".

This book, “How Networks Work” is a basic overview of how a typical computer networking apparatus functions. As everything goes online these days, computer networking has truly become a way of life. And, there are fewer better ways to get initiated than acquiring and dissecting (the contents of) this well-written book. Beginners are its primary audience. Hence, it is understandable that advanced learners are often pissed-off by its rather elementary lacklustre approach to relatively
complex issues. Still, this seventh edition did a good job in explaining how high-speed networks are revolutionizing businesses and entertainments. Using easy-to-follow presentations and narrations, the author of "How Networks Work" unmasked the mysteries shrouding both client and server hardwares. The same treatment applies to network operating systems, LANs and WANs, as well as DSL and ISDN connections. It also dealt with all the basics of business/enterprise network requirements and maintenance: including broadband, routers, integration, encryption, and security concerns. In a nutshell, this book parades all the essential ingredients, which any newbie would need in order to gain solid foundation in computer networking and security.

I have read 2 other beginner-networking books and the advantage this book has over others are its language-simplicity plain-English, and attractive colorful illustrations. I really hooked-up with this book that I finished reading it cover to cover, 2 times, in 3 days. Even so, this book provide only basic and rough idea. But is sufficient for anybody who just want to get to know what networking is all about. I'm looking forward to the collections of Frank J Derfler, Jr's articles in PC Magazine. (Is it already available?)
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